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Abstract

Finite nanographene molecules in the form of discotic mesogens constitute a promising family of materials for a plethora of applications, primarily focused on organic electronics. Flexible side chains around the periphery of such molecules impart solubility and prompt self-organization mechanisms inherent to soft matter systems. In this work, both quantum chemical and classical simulation methodologies are employed in order to examine electronic, charge transport, structural, and dynamical properties of dis-cotic materials at multiple scales, ranging from single molecule representations to bulk supramolecular assemblies. In addition to planar molecules of variable core extent, a
series of covalently linked “super-molecules” are considered, exhibiting diverse electronic properties and low charge reorganization energies, and unique self-organization capabilities in the form of triple helix molecular wires. A hybrid Monte Carlo methodology is proposed and utilized for the creation of plausible initial configurations for atomistic simulations in the bulk. Novel chiral supramolecular assemblies based on discotic “super-molecules” in the form of periodic molecular crystals and interfacial systems are proposed and examined with potential charge transport applications, and estimations of their charge transfer capabilities are carried out at the level of frontier molecular orbital interactions.

Introduction

Discotic molecules resembling finite graphene flakes of nanometric dimensions are currently considered as a fast evolving materials family for a plethora of applications.\textsuperscript{1,2} An interesting feature of such molecules is their ability to host various functional groups about their periphery. The grafting of flexible side chains imparts pronounced spatial mobility to these molecules, enabling mesogens (i.e. molecules capable of producing mesophases) to self-organize into molecular wires that, in turn, are packed in a neat fashion, resulting in well-ordered molecular crystals. Due to interactions between delocalized π orbitals inherent to polyaromatic molecular structures, the most straightforward utilization of discotic materials is for organic electronics applications,\textsuperscript{1,3} since, upon proximity of the discotic cores, charge transfer is manifested between neighboring frontier molecular orbitals via a charge hopping mechanism.\textsuperscript{4}

Recent advances in synthesis and processing methods have led to a remarkable augmentation of the spectrum of potential applications, including materials capable of supporting both electronic and ionic conductivity\textsuperscript{5,6} and discotics for ion storage as anode materials.\textsuperscript{7} When coupled with polymer technology, discotic materials find applications in polymer electrolyte membranes,\textsuperscript{8} nanographene containing polymers for organic electronics with the dis-
cotic molecules utilized either as pendant or polymer backbone units, and in nanoporous polymers suitable for separation processes. Besides the utilization of discotics in their bulk, effects of nano-confinement to one-dimensional supramolecular discotic nanowires have been probed and various applications in molecular quantum dot technology have been examined. 

Regarding theoretical work on nanographene materials, an abundance of studies across multiple simulation scales have been carried out in the literature, including ab initio and Density Functional Theory (DFT) analyses for structural and electronic properties and charge transfer properties. At the level of molecular wires and bulk molecular crystals, atomistic simulations have elucidated phenomena of structural, mechanical, thermodynamic and dynamical nature. Furthermore, a plethora of multiscale studies have contributed to the understanding of aspects regarding the charge transfer capabilities of discotic materials with respect to supramolecular structure and dynamics.

In a first attempt to link charge transfer to discotic core size, van de Craats and War-man, based on available experimental data from molecular crystals comprised of alkyl substituted discotic molecules with core sizes ranging from triphenylene to hexabenzocoronene (HBC), proposed a conjecture predicting an increasing trend in charge mobility with respect to core size. A straightforward extrapolation postulating that larger cores would yield higher charge mobility seemed at that time plausible. Nonetheless, experimental studies by Debije et al. employing polyaromatic cores larger than HBC proved the aforementioned hypothesis incorrect. Theoretical studies have identified the root cause of charge mobility drop as being attributable to equilibrium discotic stacking patterns that diminish charge transfer rates, albeit solubility and purification issues during material synthesis and processing are common experimental culprits.

Although functionalized HBC is currently considered as the flagship discotic molecule for organic electronics applications, it suffers from a serious physicochemical “ailment”: upon temperature rise, alkyl substituted HBC orthorhombic - or monoclinic, according to
the functionalization - molecular crystals melt to hexagonal liquid crystals.\textsuperscript{49} This phase transition is followed by a radical shift in core stacking patterns that leads to charge carrier mobility drop.\textsuperscript{48,50}

Extended polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), typically three or four times larger than HBC, form molecular crystals of hexagonal symmetry, lacking any lattice transformation upon heating,\textsuperscript{51} thus exhibiting no abrupt conductivity variations.\textsuperscript{48} This behavior renders them more appropriate candidates as active media for organic electronic devices when stable charge mobility over an extended temperature range is required. Furthermore, larger core molecules should exhibit superior structural robustness in the bulk, tunable barrier and mechanical properties in polymer based systems, and enhanced capacity in ion storage applications. In addition, an intriguing class of discotic materials is constituted from covalently linked PAH cores bearing dumbbell or tri-arm symmetries,\textsuperscript{7,52–54} with variable optoelectronic properties and nano-functionality.

In this study, both quantum chemical and empirical atomistic simulations are employed in order to study electronic and charge transfer properties of discotic molecules and structural and dynamical properties of bulk molecular crystals comprised of such mesogens. Besides planar PAHs, a series of covalently linked discotic “super-molecules” are taken into consideration, at both quantum and atomistic level, with surprisingly low charge reorganization energies, elucidating the effect of molecular structure and supramolecular assembly on material properties. A unified computational approach from the level of molecular dimers to molecular wires and bulk crystals is presented, providing an “intelligent” in silico strategy for construction of plausible initial configurations which are eventually used as input for atomistic simulations. Furthermore, a hybrid class of tri-arm discotic molecules with respect to peripheral substitution is proposed, capable of exhibiting diverse molecular stacking.

The layout of this paper is as follows: Section “Computational Details” contains the description of all studied molecules, along with all necessary computational details. In Section “Results and Discussion” the results are presented and analyzed, followed by the
conclusions from this work in Section “Conclusions”.

Computational Details

Systems under study

The main focus of this work is concentrated on nanographene molecules with relatively medium molecular weight. Three key molecules are on the epicenter of our studies: HBC, superphenalene (C96) and the extended PAH of tetragonal symmetry C132. HBC is a nanographene molecule comprised of 42 sp² hybridized carbon atoms with hexagonal D₆h symmetry. C96 is a molecule with 96 carbon atoms with trigonal shape exhibiting a D₃h and C132 is made up by 132 carbon atoms, bearing tetragonal C₂ᵥ symmetry. The two latter molecules can be envisioned as the fusion product of three and four HBC molecules, respectively. Apart from their pristine form considered in quantum mechanical calculations, all aforementioned core molecules are examined in their functionalized form as well, utilizing n-dodecyl (C₁₂H₂₆, C₁₂) and phytane (C₂₀H₄₃, C₁₆,₄) side groups. All nanographenes under study, along with side groups and linking peripheral sites, are illustrated in Figure 1.

Along with single PAH core molecules, a series of covalently linked “super-molecules” are also considered at quantum chemical and classical levels of description. The first kind of “super-molecule” is the dumbbell-like molecule resulting from direct covalent linkage. The rest are mesogens belonging to a multitudinous family possessing a “tri-arm” geometry, containing a series of covalent linkers that hold together three nanographene molecules. Four linking units are considered: a single nitrogen atom, a triphenylamine unit (TPA), a benzene molecule, and a triphenylbenzene (TPB) molecule. Furthermore, in the case of TPB-linked molecules, a special case of asymmetrically functionalized cores is examined where two out of three core molecules bear C₁₆,₄ side groups and the third is kept in its pristine form. HBC-based covalently linked “super-molecules” under study are depicted in Figure 2.

The idea of introducing covalent linkages between rigid, discotic molecules is not new
Figure 1: Molecules under study along with functionalization sites (hydrogen atoms highlighted with orange color) and flexible side chains.

Figure 2: HBC-based “super-molecules” with different linkages.
to the literature, since both dumbbell and tri-arm geometries have been already realized for small size molecules. Specifically for HBC, dimeric dumbbell and sandwich-like geometries and tri-arm geometries with nitrogen, benzene and TPA linkers have been successfully synthesized and the utilization of TPB as bridging molecule is within experimental capabilities. This fusion of discotic molecules can be viewed as a way to control polyaromatic stacking and induce structural and dynamical robustness by virtue of the physicochemical characteristics of the linking unit.

**Quantum mechanical calculations**

Single molecule electronic properties are evaluated at the DFT level, utilizing a 6-31G(d,p) basis set and the B3LYP hybrid functional with dispersion corrections where deemed necessary. Electron and hole reorganization energies $\lambda$ are calculated from Equation 1:

$$\lambda(-/+)=E_0(-/+)-E_0+E_0(-/+)-E_0(-/+)+E_0$$

with $E_0^0$ and $E_0(-/+)$ referring to the ground-state energies of the neutral and ionic states respectively, $E_0(-/+)$ to the energy of the ionic state using the equilibrium geometry of the neutral molecule and $E_0(-/+)$ to the energy of the neutral state considering the equilibrium geometry of the ionic molecular state.

Charge transfer integrals (CTIs) $\nu_{CT}$ are evaluated via molecular dimer calculations under the assumption that dimer molecular orbitals involved in the charge transfer process result from the interaction of monomer frontier molecular orbitals. In the case of hole transport, all associated dimer matrix elements are calculated at the basis of monomer Highest Occupied Molecular Orbitals (HOMOs), whereas for electrons the calculations make use of monomer Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbitals (LUMOs). In the case of degenerate frontier orbitals, a root mean square average approach is adopted, taking into consideration all possible orbital combinations.
All quantum mechanical calculations are carried out using the open-source software NWChem.\textsuperscript{76} Charge transfer integrals are evaluated by means of the FMO-ET module embedded into NWChem.

**Empirical Molecular Mechanics and Molecular Dynamics simulations**

Molecular dimer structural optimizations are carried out for the determination of preferable stacking patterns via empirical Molecular Mechanics (MM) calculations employing two different force fields. To be more precise, for all-atom dimer simulations, the CGenFF\textsuperscript{77,78} force field is used and for hybrid all-atom/united-atom simulations, a combination of GAFF,\textsuperscript{79} OPLS\textsuperscript{80,81} and GROMOS\textsuperscript{82} force fields is utilized. Appropriate force field terms missing from the aforementioned compilation are taken from the work of Marcon *et al.*\textsuperscript{38} The validity of the latter hybrid force field has already been tested for functionalized HBC systems in the literature.\textsuperscript{36,38,39}

Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations are carried out in the isothermal-isostress statistical ensemble for bulk molecular crystals with three-dimensional periodicity and for isolated molecular wires with one-dimensional periodicity by means of the Martyna-Tobias-Klein equation of motion.\textsuperscript{83} An integration step of 1fs is adopted and the thermostat and barostat damping constants are taken as 100 fs and 2500 fs respectively. Long range interactions are treated in the reciprocal space via PPPM mesh-based methods.\textsuperscript{84,85} All empirical atomistic simulations are carried out using the open-source software LAMMPS.\textsuperscript{86}

Structural and dynamical properties are calculated from equilibrium MD trajectories. The intra- and inter-columnar structure is quantified via a series of complementary methods. The most straightforward approach relies on the derivation of PAH center of mass (CoM) distance histograms. Intracolumnar molecular alignment is examined through a so-called orthogonal distance regression (ODR) line method: once PAH CoMs are calculated for each column, the ODR method returns a line that contains the CoM centroid and describes in
the most optimal fashion the spatial distribution of all columnar CoMs, defining this way a CoM director $n_{CoM}$ for every molecular pillar.

Furthermore, specific core atoms are selected on every molecule in order to calculate two major vectors per molecule: the normal to the core vector $u^\hat{\alpha}$ and the coplanar to the core vector $p^\hat{\alpha}$. The orientational order tensor $Q$ is subsequently derived for every molecular wire via Equation 2:

$$Q_{\alpha\beta} = \frac{1}{N_{col}} \sum_{i=1}^{N_{col}} \delta_{\alpha\beta} \cdot u^{(i)}_{\beta} - 1$$

where $N_{col}$ is the number of molecules per column, $\delta_{\alpha\beta}$ the Kronecker delta and $\alpha$ and $\beta$ the Cartesian indices with values $x$, $y$ and $z$. The outer brackets symbolize a time averaging calculation scheme. The diagonalization of $Q$ returns the orientational director $n^\hat{\alpha}$, which is the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of $Q$. Strictly speaking, for tilted systems that may not exhibit perfect columnar director alignment with respect to a major Cartesian direction, the diagonalization of $Q$ is not sufficient to determine the tilt angle of the mesogens. A safer methodology relies on the evaluation of the angle between the orientational director $n^\hat{\alpha}$ and the CoM director $n_{CoM}^\hat{\alpha}$ for each molecular column. Coplanar vectors $p^\hat{\alpha}$ are used in order to calculate the twist angle between neighboring mesogens in pairs.

Dynamical properties are calculated via the examination of the temporal behavior of vector orientation. Regarding the orientational dynamics of normal and coplanar to molecular cores vectors, autocorrelation analyses are carried out by means of the second order Legendre polynomial of the angle formed between a vector at a specific instance and the same vector after a finite time lag $t$, as is expressed by Equation 3:

$$P_2(t) = \frac{3}{2} \left( \cos^2 \omega(t) \right) - \frac{1}{2}$$

where $\omega$ is the angle formed between a vector and itself after time $t$ and with the brackets corresponding to an average over the same vector types. In order to achieve a high accu-
racy towards the description of all dynamical properties under study, a multiple time origin calculation scheme is utilized for all vector correlation functions.

**Generation of initial configurations**

A challenging aspect of computational studies of soft matter systems is the construction of realistic initial configurations for atomistic simulations. In order to address this issue, all flexible side groups protruding from discotic columnar assemblies, either in the bulk or in isolated wires with one-dimensional periodicity, are grown following a bond-by-bond Monte Carlo growth scheme, combined with geometry optimizations for the alleviation of unwanted atomic overlaps. A key factor inherent to the growth mechanism of linear oligomeric molecular segments involves backbone conformational statistics. Once the statistical profile of backbone proper dihedral angles is defined by means of a probability density function (PDF) \( \rho(\phi) \), the growth procedure selects a predefined number of candidate dihedral angles \( N_{\text{trial}} \) weighted according to the a-priori PDF. Out of all trial growth moves, we select one with a probability given by Equation 4

\[
\rho(\phi) = \frac{w(\phi)}{\sum_{j=1}^{N_{\text{trial}}} w(\phi)}
\]

where \( w(\phi) \) is the Boltzmann weight for an \( i \)-th growth move:

\[
w(\phi) = \rho(\phi) \exp(-\Delta U/(k_B T))
\]  

In Equation 5, \( \Delta U \) stands for the non-bonded energy difference between the trial growth move and the previous to the growth step state and \( T \) the temperature at which the MC growth scheme is attempted.

For the growth of C12 and C16,4 side groups, an 80% \textit{trans} backbone dihedral angle profile is selected. The computational growth procedure is carried out by in-house soft-
ware, utilizing generic all-atom force fields\textsuperscript{89,90} with full atomistic detail. The results of the bond-by-bond building process were validated for C12 melts, for which the original trans ratio imposed during the growth procedure was conserved. From a structural point of view, our building procedure for C12 systems reproduces the reported end-to-end distance of approximately 1.23 nm at room temperature.\textsuperscript{88} Explicit hydrogen configurations are subsequently mapped onto a well-tested for discotic systems hybrid united-atom/all-atom representation\textsuperscript{36,39} via the unification of aliphatic hydrogen atoms with their first neighboring \textit{sp}\textsuperscript{3} carbon atoms.

### Results and Discussion

**Single molecule electronic properties**

As far as single molecule electronic properties of unsubstituted HBC, C96 and C132 are concerned, the expanse of the polyaromatic core affects both the relative positions of the HOMO and LUMO levels, along with the associated gap. The aforementioned energy levels accompanied by graphical depictions of frontier molecular orbitals (FMOs) are illustrated in Figure 3, including results regarding the coronene molecule.

From coronene to C96, both HOMO and LUMO appear doubly degenerate. This degenerate character is lifted for C132 due to the \textit{c_2v} point group characterizing this specific molecule. It should be noted that the molecular orbital morphology follows a distinctive benzoic character. The addition of extra benzoic rings leads to a decrease of both the HOMO-LUMO gap and the absolute position of LUMO levels, while HOMO levels show an increasing trend.

In the case of covalently linked HBC molecules, all of the examined linkage types result in a steady decrease to the HOMO-LUMO gap. FMOs retain a level of degeneracy in the case of benzene and TPB tri-arm linked molecules. Both HBC dumbbell and nitrogen linked tri-arm HBC molecules exhibit definitely non-degenerate HOMO and LUMO levels, while
Figure 3: FMOs of coronene, HBC, C96 and C132 molecules, with associated symmetry elements inside parentheses. Occupied and unoccupied orbitals are depicted as blue and green lines, respectively.

the TPA linked tri-arm HBC molecule shows a non-degenerate HOMO and a degenerate LUMO. A graphical representation of molecular levels in the energy interval between -7.0 eV and -0.5 eV is depicted in Figure 4, including states of the HBC molecule for comparison, accompanied by illustrations of spatial distributions of FMOs. The ladder-like orbital layout in Figure 4 for states near the gap is used in order to show degenerate and near-degenerate states.

In the case of “super-molecules” that do not contain nitrogen in their linking unit, an orbital delocalization over HBC cores is evident. On the other hand, nitrogen containing molecules show a HOMO density buildup near the nitrogen atom, a characteristic inherent to the strong electron withdrawing nature of nitrogen, while LUMO levels extend around the central nitrogen atom to the HBC periphery, with a small depletion and a degeneracy lift evident for N-linked tri-arm HBC.

Upon careful investigation, the nine frontier levels near and including the HOMO of benzene and TPB linked HBC molecules appear to emanate from the HOMO(e1g), HOMO-1(e1g) and HOMO-2(a1u) states of pristine HBC. The same feature is observed for the nine
Figure 4: Molecular orbital energy levels and HOMO (bottom) and LUMO (top) illustrations of (a) HBC, (b) benzene tri-arm HBC, (c) TPB tri-arm HBC, (d) dumbbell HBC, (e) TPA tri-arm HBC and (f) N tri-arm HBC. The left to right arrangement follows the decrease in the HOMO-LUMO gap. Occupied and unoccupied orbitals are depicted as blue and green lines, respectively.
levels near and including the LUMO as well, for which the orbital manifold is comprised by the LUMO(e2u), LUMO+1(e2u) and LUMO+2(b1g) states of HBC. The benzene and TPB covalent linkers exhibit strong contributions to the electronic levels situated near -6.0 eV and -1.0 eV for the occupied and unoccupied orbitals, respectively.

Another interesting characteristic is associated with the contribution of the TPA LUMO to the unoccupied orbitals of nitrogen and TPA linked HBC molecules. In the case of nitrogen linked HBC, the LUMO mimics the spatial features of the “parent” LUMO of TPA, whereas for TPA-linked HBC, the LUMO states that appear near-degenerate are dominated by contributions from the discotic cores, with the “parent” TPA LUMO appearing near -0.6 eV. In order to rule out possible exchange-correlation functional artifacts, molecular orbital spatial distributions for the nitrogen and TPA linked HBC “super-molecules” were validated against restricted Hartree-Fock calculations that yielded the same results. Finally, the HBC dumbbell shows a typical orbital geometric layout inherent to the $D_2$ symmetry point group, with its FMOs constituted by HBC molecular orbitals similarly to benzene and TPB linked HBC molecules but with a two-fold degeneracy. DFT calculations regarding neutral “super-molecules” utilizing the PBE0 hybrid functional were also carried out, yielding the same level of FMO degeneracy and identical orbital spatial distributions.

Absolute HOMO and LUMO levels, HOMO-LUMO gaps and electron and hole reorganization energies for all studies molecules are summarized in Table 1. Records are listed in a decreasing order with respect to the energy gap.

Given the fact that the absolute HOMO and LUMO levels of benzene and TPB are situated at -6.72 eV and 0.07 eV and -6.01 eV and -0.8 5eV, respectively, FMO energy levels of benzene- and TPB-linked HBC tri-arm “super-molecules” are dominated by the corresponding levels of HBC. This behavior is reversed for TPA-linked HBC for the HOMO, since TPA’s HOMO is at -4.94 eV.

Charge carrier reorganization energies for non-nitrogen containing “super-molecules” and for all planar PAHs under study, alongside values for benzene, naphthalene and a series of
Table 1: FMO energies, HOMO-LUMO gap and reorganization energies of all molecules under study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molecule</th>
<th>HOMO (eV)</th>
<th>LUMO (eV)</th>
<th>Gap (eV)</th>
<th>Hole $\lambda$ (meV)</th>
<th>Electron $\lambda$ (meV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coronene</td>
<td>-5.4602</td>
<td>-1.4252</td>
<td>4.0350</td>
<td>130.06</td>
<td>171.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HBC</td>
<td>-5.2492</td>
<td>-1.6593</td>
<td>3.5898</td>
<td>98.40</td>
<td>130.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzene-linked tri-arm HBC</td>
<td>-5.2433</td>
<td>-1.7457</td>
<td>3.4976</td>
<td>39.88</td>
<td>56.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPB-linked tri-arm HBC</td>
<td>-5.2398</td>
<td>-1.7493</td>
<td>3.4905</td>
<td>32.93</td>
<td>51.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dumbbell HBC</td>
<td>-5.1810</td>
<td>-1.8106</td>
<td>3.3704</td>
<td>78.81</td>
<td>112.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPA-linked tri-arm HBC</td>
<td>-4.9281</td>
<td>-1.7420</td>
<td>3.1862</td>
<td>66.14</td>
<td>50.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-linked tri-arm HBC</td>
<td>-4.8352</td>
<td>-1.8441</td>
<td>2.9911</td>
<td>54.44</td>
<td>92.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C96</td>
<td>-4.8583</td>
<td>-2.1929</td>
<td>2.6654</td>
<td>60.32</td>
<td>74.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C132</td>
<td>-4.6192</td>
<td>-2.4846</td>
<td>2.1347</td>
<td>45.63</td>
<td>52.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

peri-condensed PAHs of low molecular weight (pyrene, perylene and ovalene) are plotted against the number of atoms of each molecule in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Electron and hole reorganization energies of planar PAHs and HBC “super-molecules” with respect to the number of atoms in every molecule. Solid lines correspond to spline interpolations on planar PAH data as a visual aid.

For planar PAHs, a decreasing trend with respect to molecular weight is evident. This general trend seems to hold even for non-planar, HBC “super-molecules”. An analogous variation of hole reorganization energy with respect to the size of the molecules has been reported in the literature for small, cata-condensed PAHs.73

As far as the covalently linked discotics are concerned, their reorganization energies are
expected to be lying at lower levels with respect to pristine HBC, since the covalent linking in the case of the dumbbell molecule and the linking units (benzene and TPB) of tri-arm “super-molecules” facilitate a less cumbersome structural relaxation for the ionic states.

Besides the trend with respect to the core size, another interesting feature resides in the fact that all examined molecules except the TPA-linked discotic are characterized by smaller hole reorganization energies compared to electron reorganization energies, prompting such materials for p-type organic electronics applications. For TPA-linked tri-arm HBC, a marginal reversal of the aforementioned behavior is found. Analogous reorganization energy modulations via covalent linking have also been reported in the literature for TPA-substituted anthracene derivatives. The utilization of articulate, aryl-based mono-substitution on TPA is found by Yang et al. to lower the $\lambda(+) / \lambda(-)$ ratio, without achieving a reversal similar to the one reported in this current study that makes use of rigid HBC discotic cores in a tri-arm fashion.

**Molecular dimer charge transfer properties**

Hole CTIs are evaluated for molecular dimers of pristine molecules under different geometrical conditions. The most straightforward analysis is linked to the dimer twist angle. Perfectly aligned molecules at a constant vertical distance of 3.6 Å are subjected to twist angle variations by rotating the upper molecule by a prescribed angle about the direction normal to the cores. The dependence of the hole transfer integral on the twist angle is shown in Figure 6.

The rotational variations for coronene and HBC are in accordance with previously published work, although absolute values differ slightly due to the utilization of a different basis set and level of theory. It should be noted that for CTI calculations, the relatively small Gaussian basis set 6-31G is used, since larger basis sets render calculations for large molecular dimers (e.g. the ones created by C132) more demanding from a computational resources point of view.

All of the examined molecules exhibit large CTI values for graphitic-like AA stacking...
patterns that are manifested when the twist angle is an integer multiple of 60°. Both HBC and C96 molecules show a CTI minimum threshold near 20 meV; this behavior is not observed for C132, since for a twist angle of 90° the transfer integral is effectively diminished to zero.

The next geometrical alteration to molecular dimers relies on parallel displacements along molecular high symmetry directions. For coronene, HBC and C96, parallel sliding of the top molecule by a constant step is applied along the so-called armchair and zigzag graphitic directions. Due to the different edge geometry of C132, a total of four high symmetry directions are taken into consideration: two armchair and two zigzag. In Figures 7, 8, and 9, hole CTIs are plotted with respect to parallel displacements for coronene and HBC, C96, and C132 dimers, respectively. Dimer geometries that correspond to CTI maxima are also shown, with the armchair and zigzag displaced molecules depicted in black and blue colors for all molecules except C132.

All discotic molecules exhibit CTI maxima when the applied displacement manages to reproduce a graphitic AA stacking pattern or variants of the so-called AA’ stacking pattern. For C132 molecular dimers, AA’ stacking motifs are depicted in detail in Figure 9 as insets. It should be noted that manifestations of AB-like graphitic stacking patterns do not generally yield high transfer integral values. This fact is demonstrated in Figure 9 where AB stacking
Figure 7: Evolution of the hole CTI with respect to parallel displacements for coronene and HBC.

Figure 8: Evolution of the hole CTI with respect to parallel displacements for C96.
patterns arising when shifting a C132 molecule along an armchair direction are highlighted using discrete red stars.

![Figure 9](image_url)

Figure 9: Evolution of the hole CTI with respect to parallel displacements for C132. The arrows indicate the different sliding directions. Red stars in the upper diagram correspond to AB stacking patterns. Selected AA’ stacking patterns are also highlighted.

Interestingly enough, the sliding direction seems to affect the CTI maxima heights for small displacement values. Although this behavior is quite subtle for coronene, this is not the case for HBC, C96 and C132. These molecular dimers show more pronounced maxima along the armchair displacement direction, registering two major peaks for displacements up to 6 Å, with associated heights over 100 meV.

**Stacking patterns from empirical MM**

For every constructed molecular dimer, a static geometry minimization is utilized in order to obtain a relaxed structure associated with a potential energy minimum. In Figure 10 we report the dimerization energy minima evaluated for every configuration. The dimerization energy is calculated as the sum of all non-bonded intermolecular interactions. The left, middle and right diagram panels correspond to energy data for hexa-\(n\)-hexyl substituted HBC (HBC-C6) and C96 (C96-C6) and octa-\(n\)-hexyl substituted C132 (C132-C6) cores,
respectively. Furthermore, each panel contains two data categories: the ones situated on the left (black, green and cyan) correspond to the total dimerization energy of the system, while the ones situated on the right (red, blue and magenta) to the core atoms dimerization energy. This refinement was deemed necessary in order to clarify the lowest core energy states and the associated stacking patterns. In the same figure, illustrations of these low energy stacking patterns are shown for every system.

![Dimerization energy minima and associated stacking patterns for HBC-C6 (left), C96-C6 (middle) and C132-C6 (right). In each panel, the left states register the total dimerization energy and the right states the core atoms dimerization energy. The pink and yellow spheres represent the linking side chain sites for the lower and upper molecule, respectively. Every low energy stacking pattern is shown alongside its core energy.

For HBC-C6, there are two core energy minima: the global minimum A1 (see Figure 10) corresponds to a daisy-like stacking pattern with a twist angle of 30° and the local minimum A2 to a parallel displaced dimer configuration. The lowest energy structural results are in agreement with quantum mechanical findings from the literature\textsuperscript{19} while the geometry of the
A2 minimum is similar to the stacking pattern proposed by experimentalists for crystalline HBC-C12\textsuperscript{94} and recently identified as the metastable AA’ graphitic stacking pattern.\textsuperscript{93}

In addition, to support the validity of the utilized hybrid force field, the same dimer calculations were carried out using the CGenFF\textsuperscript{77,78} force field with explicit hydrogen atoms. The minimum energy structures obtained coincide with the ones reached via the simpler force field, reinforcing confidence in its predictive power.

As far as the stacking patterns of the other two mesogens are concerned, C96-C6 exhibits two refined minima: the global minimum B1 that is inherent to a daisy-like stacking pattern of a 20° twist angle and the local minimum B2 which corresponds to a graphitic AA stacking resulting after a 60° core rotation. For C132-C6, the stacking energetics appear more complicated, even after the core atoms energy refinement. This system exhibits a wide low energy states band (labeled C in Figure 10). Upon careful inspection, this band supports three dominant stacking patterns: a graphitic-like pattern C1 that results after a 60° twist angle, and two daisy-like patterns, C2 and C3, with a twist angle of 20° and 90° respectively, all listed in ascending order with respect to the core atoms dimerization energy.

**MD simulations of molecular wires**

Information regarding minimum energy stacking patterns for C96 and C132 PAHs is used in order to create molecular wires with plausible internal stacking substructure. In the case of C96-based systems, the existence of minima B1 (20° twist angle) and B2 (60° twist angle) prompts the utilization of three symmetric stacking motifs: a 60° twist angle profile that corresponds to a graphitic-like AA stacking, an alternating 20° twist angle profile and a helical 20° twist angle stacking profile. Once the internal molecular wire structure is determined, side chains are created using a MC growth scheme and the resulting systems are equilibrated via MD simulations. An interesting characteristic of non-chiral dodecyl substituted C96 molecular wires is the transition to the helical 20° twist angle stacking profile upon heating at 400 K. Twist angle time series of a periodic C96-C12 molecular
wire initialized with a graphitic stacking pattern are shown in Figure 11 alongside molecular representations of the initial and final structures with lifted periodic boundary conditions for clarity. In the molecular depictions in Figures 11 and 12, bulky green spheres correspond to aromatic linking carbon atoms where side chains are grafted, blue graphical elements are assigned to aliphatic -CH$_2$- units and the red ones to terminal -CH$_3$ units.

![Figure 11](image)

Figure 11: Twist angle time series at 400 K of a periodic C96-C12 molecular wire comprised of twelve molecules and initialized to a graphitic-like stacking pattern. Molecular representations on the left and on the right side of the diagram correspond to top and side views of the initial and final states, respectively.

The utilization of heavier and bulkier C16,4 side chains decelerates the transition between different stacking patterns. To overcome this obstacle, MD simulations at higher temperatures were employed. During these simulations, the 60° stacking pattern gradually transforms to patterns with 20° twist angle, with the temperature rise expediting the transition. Similarly to C96-C12 molecular wires, the most stable stacking pattern arising from MD simulations is the chiral arrangement with a 20° twist angle.

In the case of C132 cores, the three low energy stacking patterns of 20°, 60° (graphitic) and 90° twist angle identified via MM dimer calculations lead to five molecular wire stacking profiles. Four of them correspond to alternating and helical arrangement bearing 20° and 60° twist angles, while the fifth is constructed considering a 90° twist angle. It should be
noted that the 2-fold symmetry of C132 can support a 60° helical motif, as opposed to C96 where the 3-fold molecular symmetry cannot discriminate between a possible alternating or chiral nature for the 60° twist angle stacking pattern.

Simulations of C132-C16,4 molecular wires exhibit a slower temporal evolution due to augmented molecular weight of the mesogens. Graphitic stacking patterns with both alternating and helical arrangements transform at elevated temperatures to mixed stacking patterns with both 20° and 90° twist angle stacking patterns. Twist angle time series and molecular snapshots for a chiral 60° C132-C16,4 periodic nanowire with initial graphitic arrangement are depicted in Figure 12.

![Figure 12: Twist angle time series at 400K and 600K of a periodic C132-C16,4 molecular wire comprised by nine molecules and initialized to a graphitic-like stacking pattern. Molecular representations on the left and on the right side of the diagram correspond to top and side views of the initial and final states respectively.](image)

From the initial five stacking configurations examined for C132-C16,4 molecular wires, both alternating and helical graphitic-like profiles were found metastable, since transitions to mixed 20°/90° stacking profiles were manifested upon sufficient temperature rise. On the other hand, both alternating and helical 20° patterns and the 90° twist angle stacking pattern remain structurally invariant.

Based on all aforementioned findings, for bulk simulations we choose to examine pristine
helices of 20° twist angle for C96-based systems and four different stacking variants for C132-C16,4: the alternating 20° and 90° profiles, the helical 20° profile and the mixed 20°/90° stacking motif.

MD simulations of bulk molecular crystals

Periodic molecular crystals comprised of grafted discotic molecules with intracolumnar structure in accordance to single column simulations findings are generated via the application of the previously outlined MC growth methodology. Initially, nanographene pillars of stacked pristine PAH molecules with predefined twist angle profiles are placed on a two dimensional hexagonal lattice, with lattice constants taken from experimental data. 60 The aliphatic nanophase is subsequently grown, avoiding this way any possible structural artifacts that could arise should pre-grown isolated molecular wires be brought into proximity for the creation of the molecular crystal.

All bulk systems are made up of sixteen supramolecular columns, with each column bearing a variable number of molecules in order to adhere to the applied periodic conditions. In particular, HBC- and C96-based molecular crystals contain twelve molecules per column. C132-based systems with alternating 20° and 90° twist angle have ten molecules in each column and the remaining chiral system with a twist angle of 20° and the mixed 20°/90° stacking system have both nine molecules in every molecular pillar. Molecular crystals are equilibrated via MD simulations in the isothermal-isostress statistical ensemble at six different temperatures, ranging from 300 K to 400 K with an interval of 20 K. Triclinic periodic simulation boxes are utilized, with an anisotropic barostat maintaining the pressure at 1 atm.

Systems under study retain the two dimensional hexagonal symmetry of the columnar lattice in the examined temperature range. Molecular pillars remain highly ordered, since orientational order parameter studies on both CoM directors and perpendicular core vectors yield upon diagonalization single maximum eigenvalues above 0.99, indicating strong align-
ment. For all cases, CoM directors are practically aligned with the (0,0,1) vector in space. Furthermore, initial twist angle profiles remain unaffected, except in the case of C132-C16,4 molecular crystals with alternating $20^\circ$ profile, for which twist angles are slightly shifted to approximately $17^\circ$.

Structural information regarding distances between molecular pillar and core-to-core distances inside each column can be extracted from CoM distance histograms $h(r)$. For the calculation of intercolumnar distances, an alternative approach is also considered: besides typical distances between core CoMs, a more elaborate method is utilized that results in vertical intercolumnar distances. To be more precise, should a specific molecular column be taken into consideration, we calculate the perpendicular distance of each CoM belonging to this column from the ODR lines of neighboring columns. Both $h(r)$ and vertical CoM distance from neighboring ODR lines histograms $h_{\perp}(r)$ are depicted in Figure 13 for all examined molecular crystals at 400 K. The dotted gray lines correspond to available experimental data regarding intercolumnar distances. The inset graph for HBC-C16,4 shows all peaks compliant to the hexagonal symmetry, including peak position ratios. Small distance peaks of the C96-C12 system are eclipsed by the peaks of the C96-C16,4 system.

The effect of temperature rise on selected structural properties is outlined in Table 2, where two basic parameters are included in the form of a dyad containing the intercolumnar distance calculated using the vertical CoM distance from the neighboring ODR lines method and the molecular tilt separated by a slash.

As far as the hexagonal lattice constants and the core tilt are concerned, a general trend is evident for all molecular crystals examined except the C132-C16,4(20$^\circ$ alt) system: the rise in temperature leads to positive thermal expansion accompanied by a tilt reduction. A characteristic example of the effect of the stacking pattern on the structure of such materials is found in the excluded system. The alternating $20^\circ$ stacking profile for C132-C16,4 results in relatively highly tilted systems that exhibit an out of the ordinary response to temperature rise: the core-to-core distance decreases upon heating, the tilt angle follows an
Figure 13: Molecular core CoM distance histograms $h(r)$ alongside vertical CoM distance from neighboring ODR lines histograms $h(z)(r)$ for functionalized discotic molecules in the bulk at 400 K.

Table 2: Intercolumnar distances (expressed in Å) and core tilt angles with respect to temperature for systems (each system’s twist angle profile is noted inside parentheses): a. HBC-C16,4(30°), b. C96-C16(20°), c. C96-C16,4(20°), d. C132-C16,4(20°), e. C132-C16,4(20°alt), f. C132-C16,4(90°alt), g. C132-C16,4(mixed 20°/90°).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>T (K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>34.08/2.36°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>31.47/1.68°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>37.07/2.56°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>41.91/3.56°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>42.23/6.87°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>42.04/5.65°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>42.44/3.67°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
increasing trend and the lateral with respect to the columnar direction lattice expansion shows a maximum, resulting in a molecular crystal with smaller lattice constants at 400 K in comparison to the room temperature analogue. A similar negative thermal expansion manifestation has already been pointed out in the literature via experimental and theoretical investigations of discotic materials. It should be noted that tilted C132-C16,4(20° alt) molecular crystals lack any specific tilt motif like the “herringbone” tilt pattern inherent to HBC derivatives. 

In the case of the side chain trans population upon heating, all phytol substituted systems converge approximately to a 64% trans population, while the dodecyl substituted C96 molecular crystal shows a clear decrease towards near 58%. This difference is expected, since the pendant methyl groups of C16,4 should relatively hinder side chain coiling. It should be noted that the original 80% trans population is not conserved by any studied system, indicating that the aliphatic nanophase is equilibrated to a state where the side chains are not overextended towards an all-trans configuration, characteristic of highly crystalline systems.

The effect of temperature on core dynamics is examined via vector autocorrelation function (ACF) analyses through second order Legendre polynomial orientational correlation measurements. Two basic core vectors are considered: a normal to the PAH core and a coplanar one. Selected ACFs are depicted in Figure 14.

According to vector ACF analyses, the rise in temperature leads to increased core mobility. Nevertheless, ACF curves exhibit a saturative behavior towards hard plateaus situated above 0.985 and 0.970 for normal and coplanar vectors, respectively. The effect of different substitution is depicted in Figure 14 for C96-based molecular crystals where the mesophase plateaus are drawn with dotted lines, leading to the conclusion that lighter C12 side chains lead to more pronounced thermal motion, retaining, however, the saturative behavior. Poly-morphs of C132-C16,4 show similar vector dynamical response to C132-C16,4(20°), indicating that the stacking pattern has a minuscule effect.
Supramolecular assemblies of discotic “super-molecules”

Isolated molecular wires and molecular crystals comprised of functionalized “super-molecules” with tri-arm symmetry and TPB linkage are examined via MD simulations, utilizing HBC, C96 and C132 cores. The role of the linking TPB unit is evident: the non-coplanar arrangement of the outer phenyl rings with respect to the inner ring prompts the attached discotic molecules to align parallel to the plane of the inner phenyl ring. This planar configuration cannot be achieved with stiffer, less articulated linking units, like a nitrogen atom or a single phenyl ring, since such linkages form propeller-like geometries due to steric hindrance. As far as the peripheral substitution is concerned, all molecules are functionalized with phytly side chains through the introduction of two distinct grafting variants. The first variant relies on symmetric substitution, with every discotic sub-unit bearing the same number of side chains, while the second on an asymmetric substitution scheme that leaves a discotic molecular fragment in its pristine, unsubstituted form.

For the description of the overall orientation of stacked “super-molecules”, the notion
of the linkage twist angle is introduced. For tri-arm geometries with TPB linking units, the vector that connects the geometric centers of the inner and a predefined external TPB phenyl ring is used for the calculation of the linkage twist angle between neighboring “super-molecules”. Having in mind the definition of the linkage twist angle, a series of single column initial configurations with different linkage twist angles of 0° (cofacial alignment) and 10°, 20° and 30° are generated and equilibrated via MD simulations.

In order to comprehend the structure of the examined tri-arm supramolecular pillars, two characteristic molecular wires made up of symmetrically and asymmetrically substituted TPB-linked C132 “super-molecules” are depicted in Figure 15, alongside single molecule representations. The blue spheres correspond to side chain -CH₂- units and the red spheres to pendant and terminal -CH₃ units. Inner discotic carbon atoms are colored grey, outer linking atoms to which side chains are grafted are depicted with enlarged green spheres and sp² hybridized carbon atoms bearing hydrogen atoms on the core periphery are colored orange. Finally, TPB carbon atoms linked only to other carbon atoms are shown using pink spheres. For both molecular wires in Figure 15, a three-stage rendering is chosen: the first stage utilizes all simulation atoms, showing this way the surrounding aliphatic mantle; the second stage depicts only core atoms, while the third reduces core atoms from spheres to sticks in order to show the inner structure of the TPB supramolecular cord.

For all tri-arm single column systems under study, the lowest energy corresponds to chiral configurations with a linkage twist angle of 10°. Having this information at hand, periodic molecular crystals in compliance with the aforementioned supramolecular stacking profile are created by placing unsubstituted molecular pillars on a hexagonal lattice of predefined spacing and subsequently growing the aliphatic nanophase utilizing the hybrid MC growth method.

As far as the substitution scheme is concerned, symmetrically substituted systems of HBC, C96 and C132 cores bear three, four and six phytol side chains per discotic unit. The initial substitution scheme relied on the convention to use as many side chains per core as
were utilized for non-linked systems minus two. This way, one grafting site is reserved for the TPB linker and its nearest site is ignored in order to minimize the probability of TPB cord perforation by the side chains. This scheme leads to nicely stacked TPB-linked C96 and C132 systems but not for HBC-based pillars, since the utilization of four side chains per core resulted in severe side chain penetration into the TPB cord during the MC side chain growth step. For this reason, the number of three side chains per core is chosen for TPB-linked HBC systems. In the case of asymmetrically substituted tri-arm “super-molecules”, for HBC-based systems the same number of side chains per disk is maintained, whereas for C96- and C132-based systems the maximum number of five and seven functional groups per core is chosen in order to enhance their potential solubility.

After the creation of the side chain nanophase, all systems are equilibrated via MD simulations at 400 K utilizing triclinic periodic supercells. Symmetrically substituted molecular crystals exhibit lateral hexagonal lattice constants of 46.4 Å, 58.3 Å and 66.5 Å for HBC,
C96 and C132 tri-arm systems respectively and the vertical distance along the stacking direction of TPB CoM is near 3.7 Å for all studied molecular crystals. The linkage twist angle exhibits a unique maximum situated at 10°. As far as discotic core structural features are concerned, the tilt angle with respect to TPB cord directors is found at 4.5°, 5.5° and 9.0° for HBC-, C96- and C132-based systems. Another angular quantity measured from equilibrated MD trajectories is the pitch angle of each protruding disk in reference to the TPB cord director. Calculated pitch angles are situated slightly above 90° for all molecular crystals. Core mobility is also quantified via normal and coplanar vector orientational ACF functions. Characteristic results for both symmetrically and asymmetrically substituted C132-based tri-arm systems are shown in Figures 16 and 17. HBC- and C96-based tri-arm systems exhibit analogous properties.

Figure 16: Graphical depiction of a molecular crystal of symmetrically substituted TPB-linked C132 “super-molecules” with lifted periodic boundary conditions (left panel), CoM distance histograms (central panel) and normal (N) and coplanar (C) vector orientational ACF functions (right panel) with respect to the substitution scheme.

The effect of the substitution scheme shows a rather counterintuitive behavior. One would suspect that the lack of side chains on one of the three linked discotic cores should lead to more pronounced structural and dynamical order, since in the asymmetrically substituted systems, the entropic contributions are reduced in comparison to fully substituted molecules. Analyses at equilibrium indicate that the exact opposite phenomenon takes place: the partial absence of grafted side chains results in structural disorder and more pronounced disk
mobility, indicating that the amorphous side chain nanophase acts as a stabilizing medium for such systems.

Figure 17: Angular quantities characteristic of the intracolumnar structure for the TPB-linked C132 molecular crystal with respect to the substitution scheme.

Upon careful inspection of the structural quantities plotted in Figures 16 and 17, the induced asymmetry to the substitution scheme leads to smaller intercolumnar distances and to discrepancies in core tilt and pitch angles. Furthermore, dynamical studies indicate that pristine cores (N1* and C1* in the right panel of Figure 16) are more mobile compared to substituted cores, a behavior showing that tangential core interactions are not adequate to stabilize discotic movement. Should all aforementioned findings be taken into consideration, the role of the soft, amorphous aliphatic nanophase is to be revised: instead of attributing only entropic characteristics to the side chain mantle, one needs to also consider this very nanophase as a stabilizing agent with “gluing” properties with respect to structural and dynamical uniformity.

Symmetrically substituted C96- and C132-based tri-arm bulk molecular crystals are also examined with respect to the manifested discotic stacking patterns inside each three-fold chiral molecular pillar. To this end, a more intricate method for the determination of stacking profiles is utilized, since a simple core twist angle analysis cannot be applied due to the fact that discotic CoMs are out of alignment. Discotic segments are examined into dimeric first neighboring dyads. For each dyad, the lower core CoM is considered as the origin of a local two-dimensional coordinates system. In this system of coordinates, the vertical projection
of the position of the upper CoM is recorded, alongside the dimer core twist angle. By applying a binning procedure with respect to twist angles, two-dimensional distributions of upper CoM projections are accumulated. For all examined systems and twist angle bins, CoM projection contours exhibit a unimodal nature, enabling thus a straightforward determination of statistically significant stacking patterns derived from MD trajectories. The population of the dominant stacking pattern with respect to the core twist angle for tri-arm C96 and C132 molecular crystals is shown in Figure 18. Inset dimer depictions correspond to most probable stacking patterns, with the violet spheres indicating the PAH carbon atom connected to the TPB covalent linker.

![Figure 18: Partial electronic density contour plots near the HOMO state of TPB-linked C96 and C132 molecules (top) and the statistical distribution of dominant stacking patterns with discrete core twist angle (bottom). The numbers next to statistically significant points correspond to CTI values (expressed in meV) for hole transfer and the inset depictions correspond to the most probable dimer stacking patterns.](image)

The stacking pattern statistical analysis can be utilized in order to extract valuable information regarding charge transfer properties. DFT calculations on single tri-arm molecules
on the B3LYP-D3/6-31G(d,p) level of theory show that the electronic density attributed to states from the HOMO-8 to the HOMO level is localized on the discotic segments. Having this information at hand, a first approach for hole transport CTI calculations can be established on the basis of the HOMO and HOMO-1 levels, in full analogy with the case of isolated dimers. All calculated values are listed in Figure 18 next to each stacking pattern point. A decreasing trend with respect to the core twist angle is evident for hole CTI values. Nevertheless, the values of most probable stacking profiles indicate the suitability of such supramolecular chiral structures for charge transfer applications. For C132-based tri-arm geometries in particular, the utilization of the TPB linker prohibits C132 discotic cores from forming 90° stacking patterns, thus improving the potential charge transfer mechanism.

Although asymmetrically substituted “super-molecules” failed as more structurally robust bulk candidates, their application as cofacially stacked molecular monolayers is found to be quite promising. To this end, an interfacial system of cofacial TPB-linked C132 tri-arm molecules with asymmetric phytol substitution is created by placing the monolayer on top of a silicon substrate. A characteristic depiction of such a prototype system is shown in Figure 19.

In this interfacial arrangement, substituted C132 discotic cores adopt the typical stacking profile with core twist angles near 20°. On the other hand, pristine segments exhibit near-graphitic stacking patterns, with core twist angle values limited below 10°. A selection of statistically significant stacking motifs of unsubstituted cores is depicted in Figure 19, together with their associated hole CTI values. The aforementioned values constitute this type of self-organization appealing for charge transfer applications. Furthermore, the exposed pristine graphitic segments can - in principle - serve as nanopatterned intercalation arrays for either hydrogen or ion storage and as firmly aligned nanographene edges for a plethora of applications.
Figure 19: Graphical depiction of an interfacial system comprised by a cofacially aligned monolayer of asymmetrically substituted TPB-linked C132 molecules on top of a silicon substrate. Hydrogens are omitted for clarity. Dominant stacking patterns of pristine C132 cores (colored cyan in the slab representation) are also shown, alongside core twist angle and hole CTI values in meV.
Conclusions

Single molecule DFT studies elucidate the effect of discotic core size of planar PAHs on electronic and charge transport properties, with the HOMO-LUMO gap and reorganization energies decreasing as the core size is extended. In the case of discotic “super-molecules”, covalent linking of HBC molecules has been proven to be an effective way to tune the gap between the values of HBC and C96, also altering the level of degeneracy in the case of the HBC dumbbell and nitrogen containing linkers. As far as hole and electron reorganization energies are concerned, a monotonic decrease with respect to the number of atoms is found. Moreover, the utilization of articulate covalent linkers is proven to be a promising molecular alteration in order to reduce reorganization energies.

At the molecular dimer level, quantum chemical calculations of CTIs with respect to core twist angle exhibit maxima at graphitic-like stacking. For the C132 mesogen, a global minimum at a twist angle of 90° at which CTI drops to zero is identified, exposing a highly “unwanted” dimer configuration for charge transport calculations. Studies based on parallel displacements along high symmetry directions return non-zero CTI values even for dimer configurations with minimum overlap and pronounced maxima at AA and AA’ stacking patterns in the case of significant geometric overlap.

A hierarchical approach for the creation of initial configurations from the level of a molecular dimer to an isolated molecular wire and to a molecular crystal is proposed and utilized in the case of alkyl substituted discotic molecules. The methodology relies on predicting favourable stacking patterns at the dimer level using empirical force fields; creating single column systems according to findings from dimer calculations; and studying the energetic and the evolution of the structural features using MD simulations. Results from single column simulations are used in order to select energetically more favourable structures to create molecular crystals.

Molecular crystal creation for systems with disordered alkyl nanophase is based on a hybrid MC growth scheme that minimizes artifacts due to side chain collapse should equili-
brated single columns be used. Structural studies on functionalized HBC-, C96- and C132-based molecular crystals suggest that these particular mesogens form robust bulk assemblies at the examined temperature range from 300 K to 400 K. In particular for C96-C12 and C96-C16,4, a chiral stacking pattern with a core twist angle of 20° is proposed, in fine agreement with experimental structural findings. For C132-C16,4 molecular crystals, four polymorphs are examined with various stacking motifs. Graphitic-like stacking patterns have been proven not to be preferable. Furthermore, the manifestation of 90° twist angle stacking patterns is plausible for this system, thus hindering its charge transport capabilities due to extremely low CTI values associated with this stacking motif. In addition, should an alternating 20° twist angle pattern be adopted, this particular arrangement results in molecular crystals with finite tilt with respect to the stacking direction - a feature that is not inherent to all other stacking patterns at the level of the molecular crystals.

Dynamical studies indicate that core movement quantified via vectors normal and coplanar to the cores is minimal in the nanosecond regime, a finding suggesting reduced spatial defects - a pivotal characteristic for charge transport applications.

Discotic tri-arm “super-molecules” with C16,4 side groups and TPB covalent linking are examined at the bulk molecular crystal level. A chiral stacking pattern of a linkage twist angle of 10° is found to be most preferable for all examined systems. In the case of C96- and C132-based tri-arm molecules, a detailed stacking pattern analysis is performed, showing that PAH segments adopt different stacking patterns compared to discotic single crystals. The compound stacking motifs inherit to tri-arm systems yield larger CTI values, indicating that the formed discotic triple helices can serve as an alternative charge transport system. Especially for C132 tri-arm systems, the “notorious” 90° stacking pattern is altogether avoided, suggesting potential applications of this extended PAH for organic electronic applications.

Furthermore, the overall effect of the side chain nanophase features on the structure and dynamics of tri-arm bulk systems is examined via an asymmetric substitution scheme that relies on leaving one of the three cores in its pristine form. A counterintuitive behavior is
manifested, showing that symmetrically substituted systems are more robust. The aforementioned findings suggest that the side chain nanophase is not only a means of solubilization, but a cohesive agent as well that minimizes core libration and stabilizes the supramolecular assembly.

Bearing in mind the intricate effects of soft, flexible nanophases on overall physicochemical properties of liquid-crystalline systems (e.g. odd/even or overall side chain length effects on transition temperatures and manifestation of different phases), this very phenomenon should not be considered peculiar at all. Moreover, this stabilizing effect due to symmetric functionalization could ultimately be traced back to the depletion effect as observed in colloid/polymer systems, with the cores of the liquid-crystal molecules playing the role of the colloidal particles and the aliphatic tails that of the added non-adsorbing polymers.

Although the asymmetric substitution failed to yield a more stable candidate for bulk assembly, its utilization in the form of an interfacial system is a promising alternative application of tri-arm “super-molecules”. In such a form, pristine discotic cores adopt near graphitic-like stacking patterns, capable of exhibiting viable charge transfer. Moreover, monolayers of asymmetrically substituted tri-arm systems can serve as exposed nanopatterned nanographene arrays with a plethora of applications.

In conclusion, an intriguing aspect pertinent to polyaromatic stacking is vividly elucidated through Figures 6 to 10: upon functionalization with flexible side chains, mesogens such as C96 and C132 adopt energetically favourable stacking patterns that hinder charge transfer mechanisms via low electronic couplings. The utilization of three-fold molecular linkers can be considered as a first step towards coercing discotic units into adopting stacking motifs capable of more efficient charge transport. Coupled to other modification methods, such as the interplay between different side chain types grafted on specific functionalization sites and the utilization of polar groups, this type of molecular alteration can be added to the arsenal of synthetic chemists towards the rational design of novel materials for organic electronics applications.
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